
              

 

 

 



WHY VISIT ICELAND WITH YOUR FRIENDS FROM THE NEW BEACON? 

Besides being a phenomenal country with all of its spectacular waterfalls, lava deserts, 

geysers, hot springs and so much more, Iceland offers you an experience that you will 

remember for a long time.  You will want to share these memories upon your return as you 

will have some excellent photographs to back up your stories. 

You will have the opportunity to experience a culture which in many ways is much different 

to that which we know and understand in the United Kingdom. 

You will learn so much about Iceland, its people, their culture, the history, the geography and 

the food that they eat. Your taste buds may well find an Icelandic speciality that you actually 

enjoy. Their hotdogs are fantastic! How can a mere hotdog be so good; well, you’ll need to 

taste one to understand. 

You will experience just how friendly the good people of Iceland can be. 

You will have precious free time to frolic in the snow at the guesthouse (farm) where we will 

be staying and to socialise with your teachers on a different level. 

You will without a doubt learn to economise and to spend wisely and to differentiate between 

a bargain and a price not to pay for a souvenir. 

You will learn that you need to be accountable for keeping yourself healthy by having a good 

shower, to keep your room tidy by packing away clothes and punctuality which is important 

in Iceland especially when it comes to arriving on time for breakfast and supper. 

With the assistance of the accompanying staff who will supervise only if necessary, you will 

gain much independence by choosing and making your own packed lunch each day after 

breakfast. 

There are so many more reasons and you will find these out for yourself … 



The New Beacon     

Iceland adventure 2022 

We first visited Iceland during the spring half-term of 2018 and what an adventure we 

enjoyed! This proved to be such a successful trip that we decided to again visit in 2019, this 

time during the Easter break. As with the first adventure, it was a resounding success. 

Unfortunately, our visit scheduled for the Easter break in 2021 was scuppered by travel 

restrictions due to COVID-19. We are planning ahead for 2022 and will need to book soon for 

obvious reasons – everyone has taken a shine to Iceland! The projected dates for this new 

adventure will be Thursday, 24th March to Monday, 28th March.  

The boys eligible to apply for this adventure in 2022 will be those who are presently in Years 

5, 6 and 7. The Iceland trip is one year down the line and interested parents need to take into 

account the following before thinking of signing up; will 

 your son genuinely be interested in being a part of this trip; 

 be at The New Beacon in March 2022; 

 comfortably be able to spend 5 days/4 nights away from home and 

 adhere to suitable discipline necessary on such a trip? 

If you want your son to be a participant in this 2022 adventure to Iceland, please complete 

the document below and return to Messrs Knipe or Presnell in an envelope, along with a non-

refundable (refundable until 30th September 2021) deposit of £500.  

Cheques should be made payable to THE NEW BEACON.  

If you are paying using BACS, please arrange this with the Bursar, Mrs Debbie Stronach 

ds@newbeacon.org.uk Please copy in ek@newbeacon.org.uk if you are arranging payment/s 

via BACS. 

The full cost of the trip will be £1 250. The outstanding amount, after having secured your 

son’s place on the trip with the deposit, can be paid in full or in instalments which will be 

detailed in further correspondence - £500 + £250 + £250 + £250 
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Parents, please be certain about your own projected holiday plans for 2022 before signing 

up for this adventure to Iceland. The departure date is a day after we break up for the Easter 

holiday. 

Also, please note again that the deposit is not refundable after the 30th September 2022 as 

you withdrawing your son will result in a significant rise in cost for all other participants 

after this date. 

This is the projected itinerary for 2022 based upon on our previous two adventures: 

 Upon arrival at Keflavik Airport, we will meet our tour guide and driver who will be 

with us for the duration of the trip. We then travel to Viking World museum on the 

Reykjanes Peninsula. Here we will explore the history and lifestyle of the North 

Atlantic Vikings through a guided tour of five exhibition rooms. The most significant 

attraction is the magnificent replica of a ninth century authentic Viking ship that we 

can board to get the full experience. 

 On the Reykjanes Peninsula we will walk amongst solfatara, boiling mud pools and hot 

springs and then drive through lava deserts to Leif the Lucky Bridge, the bridge 

between continents. 

 A guided tour of Reykjavik takes in the old port, the central lake, the amazing 

Hallgrimskirkja Church, the parliament building and the impressive Reykjavik Cultural 

Centre (Concert Hall) amongst other attractions. 

 The Seljalandsfoss waterfall’s plume spills 60 m over a former sea cliff and we may 

well, dependent upon weather conditions, walk behind the waterfall. After this we 

enter a canyon to walk and have lunch alongside the Gljufrabui waterfall. 

 After a fifteen-minute walk from where our coach is parked, we will witness an 

amazing sight, the Solheimjokull ‘sun house glacier’ with its myriad of hues of the 

colour blue. Since the end of the 19th century this glacier has been retreating at a rate 

of 100m a year. From a safe distance we will marvel at the jumble of crevasses on the 

glacier’s surface and the chaos of stony moraines, rock and sand that is revealed as it 

melts. 

 The little town of Selfoss proved to be most popular with our boys, especially as they 

were able to frolic in the Tryggvagat outdoor swimming pool, enjoying also the hot 

tubs and waterslides. It was also an occasion to meet and chat to the few local children 

(bunking school for the day?) and discussing anything but football!  

 The visit to the Lava Centre proved to be a highlight for some. This centre in 

Hvollsvollur is ideally located to reveal the volcanic forces at work in the country. 

Dedicated to Iceland’s range of volcanoes, and in particular the eruption of 

Eyjafjallajokull in 2010, the centre features interactive educational tools which explore 

the art and science of Iceland’s unique geology. 

 At the tiny coastal village of Vik, the boys experienced some retail therapy at a well-

stocked shop selling all manner of clothing and memorabilia of the stay in Iceland. We 

also viewed the Reynisdranger sea stacks and walked along the debris from the Katla 

eruption of 1918 which extended Vik’s coastline by 500 metres. 



 A walk along the Reynishverfi, the black volcanic beach will allow us to view the 

magnificent basalt cliffs and caves. 

 A visit to the Dyrholaey may well be rewarded in spotting those cute little puffins as 

well as kittiwakes and guillemots nesting on the cliffs. 

 Hveragerdi (Hurdy-Gurdy) is an amazing place; a little village surrounded by hot 

springs; a place of abundant geothermal activity. We will see how the local residents 

utilise this natural resource as we tour the town and take in a short hike to the hot 

springs that appeared after the Olfus earthquake in 2008. 

 The Secret Lagoon, so secret we cannot tell you where it is! This natural hot spring and 

bathing pool is located in the small village of Fludir and is on the Golden Circle route. 

With the steam rising into the air, the place has a magical feeling. The water stays at 

38 – 40 degrees Celsius all year round and is perfect for bathing. We spend about two 

hours bathing in the Secret Lagoon and then we will enjoy our lunch alongside a small 

geothermal spring, a modest geyser which erupts every five minutes; a prelude to 

bigger things to come later … 

 Voted one of the top attractions in Iceland, the Gullfoss waterfalls are a must-see! It 

is absolutely amazing and the boys always comment excitedly about its splendour. 

Here to we enjoy shopping at a large souvenir shop that also offers delicious Icelandic 

food. 

 Geysir, a sprouting hot spring that gave its name to all of the world’s geysers doesn’t 

often spout nowadays, but it’s neighbour Strokkur erupts every 5 minutes and it is 

worth the wait as many good photos are captured. Another definite favourite with the 

New Beacon boys. 

 “What did you enjoy the most today?” Bearing in mind that we had just seen the last 

two attractions mentioned, the Efstidalur dairy farm came out tops!? The boys 

enjoyed choosing from the array of flavours on display and whilst eating their ice-

cream, they could view the cows and calves in their daily environment. A barn has 

been converted into a restaurant with windows looking on to the cow shed. 

 Thingvellir – this National Park is where Iceland’s parliament was established in 

930AD. The site straddles the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, its rift valley forming where the 

Eurasian and North American tectonic plates pull apart at an average rate of 3 cm a 

year.  

Accommodation 

Our accommodation is at a the Hjardarbol Guesthouse on a farm in Olfus. Here the boys are 

accommodated in rooms that they can share with friends. They are most comfortable and 

neat. 

Breakfast and suppers are taken in the dining room and the hot meals provided are all 

homecooked and as the boys who have attended can attest to, are delicious and seconds and 

even thirds are always available. No boy will go hungry on this trip!  

The breakfast is a smorgasbord of delights with the boys able to choose from an array of 

delights ranging from a selection of cereals, juices, Icelandic yoghurts (homemade on the 

http://hjardarbol.is/


farm), breakfast biscuits, toast and an accompanying assortment of homemade jams, cold 

meats, cheeses, tomatoes, etc.  

All of the above-mentioned foods are provided by Helga, the farmer’s wife and owner of the 

guesthouse. She is assisted by her young daughter and son. 

A further attraction at this guesthouse is Sophia and her son – the resident dogs. These two 

very child-friendly dogs would eagerly await the awakening of the boys in the morning as well 

as their return in the late afternoon so that they could have sticks thrown for them to fetch 

in the snow. 

Staffing 

Ratio of staff to boys: Generally 1  :  6/7 

Regular staff: Messrs Knipe (Tour Party Leader/Assistant Headmaster), Presnell (Head of 

Science) and Ryde (Head of Geography) and Mrs Hunter (Cecilsdottir and Matron) 

              

Our Icelandic Tour Guide – Hlíf Ingibjörnsdóttir 

www.discover-education.co.uk 

Hlif is a special tour guide – she has an amazing amount of patience and has 

been especially wonderful with our New Beacon boys. Her expertise and 

manner in dealing with all our needs was much appreciated. We specifically 

requested her as our guide when booking for our 2019 trip. We shall do so for 

the 2022 adventure as well.  

Some comments from boys who have experienced an Icelandic Adventure at TNB 

‘My very best trip ever!’  ‘I want my Mom and Dad to see Iceland’ ‘I was a bit scared of going, 

but I am so glad that I did.’  ‘Absolutely fantastic!’ ‘Please can I go on the next trip?’  ‘I enjoyed 

the free time we had playing in the snow.’ ‘Thank you for organising this trip. I have learnt so 

much every day.’ ‘Iceland is amazing!’ ‘Swimming in the open-air swimming pool was the 

best.’  ‘I miss Sophia!’ ‘I loved the time to play in the snow and shopping’ ‘The waterfalls and 

the earthquake simulator – wow!’  ‘The ice-cream at Efstidalur Farm was the best I’ve ever 

had!’ 

http://www.discover-education.co.uk/


WHAT WE DID AND SAW IN ICELAND IN APRIL 2019 

   

   

   

  



    

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

     

     

 

  



     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This is the region that we will be visiting: 

 

 

   

 



BOOKING FORM 

By filling in and signing this form, I would like to book a place for my son on the 2022 Iceland 

Adventure and hereby also confirm that I have read the document carefully, noting specifics 

in relation to the deposit. 

I can also attest to the fact that my son is keen to participate and understands that he will 

need to comply to all rules as dictated to him by the staff in attendance as well as the tour 

guide whilst in Iceland, this for his and everyone else’s safety throughout. 

Please book a place for my son on the Iceland 2022 Adventure (full name and surname)  

 

……………………………………………………………., …………………………………………………………………. 

 

Present year group and form (circle as appropriate) 

 

Year 5  Year 6  Year 7  Form ……………. 

 

Email address (personal rather than work email – may be used for group contact) 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

I have included a cheque made out to THE NEW BEACON for the £500 deposit  

 

I am contacting the Bursar to organise payment of the deposit via BACS  

 

I am making a full payment of £1 250  

 

I am going to make use of the opportunity to pay off the cost of the tour (minus deposit) by 

making instalments that will be decided upon and relayed via the next correspondence 

Initial £500 deposit + 3 separate payments of £250 

 

………………………………………………………………………… (parent signature) 

 

 

 

 


